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VISION
Successful business creating a vibrant
Greater Bendigo

Be.Bendigo drives connections, developing
leadership and business capacity for a stronger
community and more prosperous local economy.

PURPOSE

Supporting Greater Bendigo businesses to be
prosperous, sustainable and innovative.

VALUES
Trustworthy – Innovative - Passionate
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CHAIR
REPORT
Marika McMahon

Be Bendigo members and partners know that
Bendigo is the best place to live, work and have
a thriving business. Be Bendigo has continued to
work hard in the 2018/19 year to ensure that
Bendigo Businesses benefit from having a strong
networking, business assistance and advocacy
organisation.
Building upon the Strategic Plan developed in
2018 our achievements in the past year have
included:
Increasing the partners who work with us in our
vision for a vibrant & prosperous Bendigo
Continuing our program of networking events
Bringing key Bendigo businesses and
organisations together to focus on future
opportunities
With the assistance of the State Government
and Regional Development Victoria, bringing
the GROW program to Bendigo with its focus
on increasing employment in key target
communities and increasing local spend
Highlighting outstanding Bendigo Businesses
through the continued improvement of the
Bendigo Business Excellence Awards
Encouraging development of Bendigo
businesses through the Invention and
Innovation Festival
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Nurturing the development of future business
leaders through the Rob Hunt Leadership
program
Establishing the physical presence of
Be.Bendigo in the Hargreaves Mall office
While these programs and events are valued by
our members and community, a significant
component of the successful work conducted by
Be.Bendigo is facilitating connections between
businesses as well as local and state government.
Having Be.Bendigo play this role is an important
component of making Bendigo a great place for
business.
It is an exciting time for Be Bendigo as we can
now build on this foundation to ensure that
Bendigo businesses are well placed and
supported – and that we can achieve our vision.
A huge component of this development has been
the result of the passion and hard work of the
Be.Bendigo team, I thank Dennis and the team for
their efforts as well as thanking the other board
members for their dedication to the future of
Bendigo. I look forward to the exciting future for
Be.Bendigo and hope as many Bendigo businesses
and organisations can join us in that journey.
Marika McMahon
Chair
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CEO
REPORT

Dennis Bice

Our focus over the last twelve months has
continued to be on supporting Greater Bendigo
businesses to be prosperous, sustainable and
innovative. We continue to drive connections,
developing leadership and business capacity for
a stronger community by working with our
members, partners and stakeholders through
events and programs we run for the benefit of the
broader business community.
Last year we reviewed our strategic plan and
direction and I’m pleased to say that we continue
to work to deliver on those commitments, many
of them already delivered or well and truly in
progress. Our role is to engage, collaborate and
advocate for all things business.
At the start of the year we identified three key
opportunities around the positioning of our
business and the value that it delivers to the
broader community.
Reinforce our focus and efforts around the
strategic plan and value proposition.
Secure a strong and resilient financial model.
Locate our business into new premises
I’m pleased to say that we have delivered on and
continue to work on each of the three
opportunities we identified. A move into new
premises in Hargreaves Mall in February of this
year, has been an overwhelming success and a
highlight for the team and the business. Our view
was clear that we needed to take a leadership
position and establish ourselves in order to
support the refocus of the CBD, to position
ourselves from an awareness and relevance
perspective and strengthen the business to be
sustainable in the long term but more importantly
to deliver value to all our stakeholders.
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Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank Business Excellence
Awards

The Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank Business
Excellence Awards was an outstanding success
with approximately 600 guests celebrating the
contribution of business to the broader
community at the All Seasons Resort Hotel in
August. Increased sponsorship, nominations and
engagement ensured a successful night was had
by all who attended to acknowledge the
contribution businesses make to our community.
Congratulations to McKean McGregor who was
voted ‘Business of the Year’ and to Kate Newman
who was awarded the ‘Regional Women’s
Business Award’. Jennifer Lay took out the ‘Young
Professionals Award’. Congratulations to all the
winners and finalists and a big thank you to our
partners and stakeholders. A special thank you to
Bruce Roberts from WIN TV who hosted the
event.
GROW Bendigo

At last year’s AGM we announced that Be.Bendigo
would be delivering the GROW Bendigo (Growing
Regional Opportunities for Work) program.
I am pleased to announce that we have officially
launched the program with the roll out of the
Regional Action Plan. The last 12 months has
predominately been setting up the program, but
we are now moving into the implementation
phase and the opportunity to drive stronger
economic and employment outcomes for our
region.
GROW Bendigo is a collaborative program that
works with businesses across the Bendigo region
to strengthen social and economic
outcomes and increase job opportunities through
strategic procurement and employment.
Approximately 30 businesses have joined the
GROW Bendigo program as compact signatories
and we look forward to working with them to
achieve the outcomes through their action plans.
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Rob Hunt Leadership Program

Business Leaders Forums

This year we have delivered two leadership
programs in conjunction with Integro (Alan Veal &
Gayle Sargeant) with 28 participants attending
from a range of businesses across the region. The
leadership program focusses on developing the
potential, mindset and skills to enable the
participants to grow from a business and personal
perspective. Once again, the response from the
participants has been outstanding and we look
forward to running the Leadership program again
in 2020.

Following on from the highly successful ‘Future of
Bendigo’ presentation last year by City of Greater
Bendigo CEO Craig Niemann we were able to
deliver two more Business leaders forums.We
were fortunate to visit Bendigo Health to look at
the ‘Digital Hospital’ and Monash Rural Health to
look at research into ‘impacts of ice on regional
business communities’. We will be continuing the
focus in the new year with a presentation by
Coliban Water on the ‘2030 Water Management
Strategy’.

Mentor Program

After 5 & Networking Events

Our second year of the Mentor program
continues with a range of well-known Bendigo
business people offering their support, advice
and experience to young people looking to
progress their careers. We are extremely thankful
to all who have participated in the program and
look forward to the feedback and responses to
the program

Our After 5 networking events continue to be
very popular with excellent attendances at all
events held during the year. Fantastic to see the
number of new businesses who attend
and the engagement and interaction between
those businesses sharing the challenges and
successes of their journey.
Bendigo Invention & Innovation Festival

State of the Market Breakfast

Once again, the State of the Market Breakfast
held in February proved to be a very popular
event with 120 people attending a presentation
delivered by Bendigo and Adelaide Bank's Chief
Economist David Robertson. An overview of the
economic conditions across the board was
delivered along with impacts for our local
economy in Bendigo. We look forward to next
year’s State of the Market event again in 2020.
Qantas Launch

One of the most engaging presentations for
Be.Bendigo was the launch of the Qantas Link
flights between Bendigo and Sydney held at
Ulumbarra Theatre in March. Over 250 guests
attended the event which was a significant
occasion for the City. Be.Bendigo has worked in
conjunction with the City of Greater Bendigo and
Qantas to ensure we maximise the opportunity
for local and surrounding businesses. The
audience was entertained by Captain David
Fogarty from Qantas Link.
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Now in its second year, the Bendigo Invention +
Innovation Festival (BIIF) drives the conversation
around innovation and what it means to regional
business and community. The festival was
created to showcase regional entrepreneurs, help
build a community around innovation and
technology in regional areas and
connect regional business owners to national and
global thought leaders in innovation and
entrepreneurship. The festival focused
on three key themes, seed, growth and vision with
the Festival of Failure & Symposium attracting
good numbers of attendees.
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Since our last AGM we have undergone several
staffing changes and I would like to welcome
Wayne Tobin (Engagement Manager), Bronte
Deary (Marketing & Communications), Pauline
Slavin (Administration) and Zahli Drummond
(Trainee Administration) who comes to
Be.Bendigo as part of the Headstart program.I
should also acknowledge Petra McLoughlin
from the City of Greater Bendigo who has been
working on the GROW Bendigo program two
days a week.
In closing I would like to thank our members &
partners who have been terrific support
throughout the year allowing us to deliver a
range of programs and events to support their
endeavors in the business world.To the Board of
Be.Bendigo I thank you for your ongoing support
and assistance.
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I would also like to thank Jayson Tayeh and
David Hughes for their contribution to
Be.Bendigo and wish them luck in their new
roles.
Thank you

Dennis Bice
CEO
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BOARD
MEMBERS
MARIKA MCMAHON - CHAIR

O'FARRELL, ROBERTSON MCMAHON
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Bendigo is one of the best places to live and work in Australia.
With a rich history, it now needs to develop a vibrant and
prosperous future in a demanding and changing world. That can’t
be done by government alone, it requires Bendigo businesses to
come together to imagine a greater future and design how that
can become a reality.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

An insatiable appetite to see Bendigo improve. For over 20 years I
have been passionate about Bendigo developing upon its
strengths, driving initiatives like the new hospital, improved Court
facilities, decentralised ambulance stations, increased
involvement of women in leadership, improved recruitment and
retention of professionals in Bendigo. As a family lawyer and
Director of O’Farrell, Robertson McMahon lawyers I see that
Be.Bendigo can provide essential support for local business.

ROBYN LINDSAY- DEPUTY CHAIR
BENDIGO HEALTH

Why is Be.Bendigo important?

A vibrant and prosperous Bendigo is a healthy and happy Bendigo.
We require a collaborative approach to ensure that Bendigo
businesses thrive; one that considers education, health,
technology, arts and small business as well as big industry.
Together we will be able to make a much better impact.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

From a business perspective I oversee a large portfolio in the
public health sector involved in the employment of
approximately 1500 staff and the management of significant
assets. I have a clinical health industry background and have
spent part of my career working in strategic and business planning
and health systems management, driving improved performance
for the health business sector. I am passionate about the interface
between better business and better health and am proud of the
contribution that Be.Bendigo is making to building the leadership
capacity of the region.
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BOARD
MEMBERS
DAMIEN TANGEY- BIRCHGROVE PROPERTY
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Bendigo is one of the best places to live and work in Australia.
With a rich history, it now needs to develop a vibrant and
prosperous future in a demanding and changing world. That can’t
be done by government alone, it requires Bendigo businesses to
come together to imagine a greater future and design how that
can become a reality.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

I am passionate about the inclusive growth and development of
the Bendigo region and seek to bring a broad strategic
perspective to Be.Bendigo. I have operated a local business
Birchgrove Property for over 25 years and have worked
extensively in the area of building new communities. I Chair the
Excellence Awards Committee and serve on the Advocacy
Committee of Be.Bendigo to assist in communicating the needs
of our members and region to the broader community and tiers of
government. I also serve as the Immediate Past President of the
Urban Development Institute of Australia (Vic), a Board Member
of Remembrance Parks Central Victoria, a Member of the Loddon
Mallee Regional Development Australia Committee and as
College Council President of Bendigo Senior Secondary College.

KATHY WILTON- SIGNATURE COACHING
Why is Be.Bendigo important?
To engage with others, to provide advocacy opportunities, to
promote inclusion and diversity. Be.Bendigo creates
opportunities for businesses to enhance, continue and start
business relationships. Be.Bendigo is important as it truly
represents and supports the needs of local businesses of all
sizes. To represent and collaborate with local businesses and
to start the conversations with local council and government on
what business needs and wants.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

Fresh eyes on the business side of Bendigo – particularly from a
small business perspective. I have recently started a small
business with a focus on leadership, management, facilitation and
consultation. The importance of community inclusion,
engagement and diversity. This was a key part of my 25 years in
senior management roles within a not for profit organisation.
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BOARD
MEMBERS
DAMIEN PALMER- AFS & ASSOCIATES
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Bendigo is such an enjoyable place to work and live. Our
economy is diverse and successful, and the lifestyle that comes
with working, living and doing business in Bendigo is second to
none. Be.Bendigo is an important part of this by being the voice
and advocate for Bendigo businesses, and by helping build and
develop business-to-business relationships, which in turn helps
Bendigo businesses succeed. When Bendigo businesses succeed,
all of Bendigo benefits, and this great city becomes even greater
and more liveable.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

I’m lucky to be the accountant and advisor for many Bendigo
businesses, and in that role, I gain a valuable insight into what’s on
their mind, good and bad. I bring this broad-based business
insight to Be.Bendigo, which enables me to make a valuable
strategic contribution to Be.Bendigo and support our members.

NICK CARTER - BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Be. Bendigo is a key integrator and gateway for existing and new
businesses and professionals in Bendigo and Central Victoria.
Through Be.Bendigo the business community can access a
diverse range of resources, expertise, and B2B opportunities to
partner with business and government. Be.Bendigo is an advocacy
body which looks to present a concise and well understood voice
of the business community.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

Growing up in a small business with my parents, and subsequently
with my sister has given me a great appreciation for the
challenges, and opportunities in running a business. In addition,
my professional role as Head of Consumer Banking at Bendigo
and Adelaide Bank gives me a look at business from a different
angle, particularly around the regulatory challenges that will
impact our business community, and the power of communities
working together via our partnership model Community Bank®
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BOARD
MEMBERS
DAVID RICHMOND -ACCOUNTAL
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Be.Bendigo is important as it is the only local group which is
centred around Bendigo and the issues facing local business big
and small. Be.Bendigo is vital to the strength of Bendigo business
as it needs a voice to advocate for the issues Bendigo as a
growing city faces. Be.Bendigo also works with local, state and
federal authorities to make Bendigo a great place to do business.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

I have lived in Bendigo all my life and my family has grown up
here. I am passionate about contributing towards Bendigo being a
great place to live and work. I bring the understanding of a
professional who speaks to and deals with many local business
owners and has understanding of the issues which affect Bendigo
and the business community. I am also involved in other not for
profit organisations in Bendigo and also bring this perspective to
the board.

MITCH CAIRNS- BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Small, medium and large businesses, and the community alike,
look to Be.Bendigo to be a guiding voice in providing Greater
Bendigo the best chance to be one of the most successful and
vibrant regional centres now, and in the years to come.
Be.Bendigo provides a platform for businesses and individuals to
connect with likeminded people within the community, it helps to
develop the skills and capabilities of the leaders of the future, and
it guides and assists in the growth of Greater Bendigo.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

As a young professional within the Bendigo Community, I bring a
different perspective and a young voice to the Be.Bendigo Board.
Working for Bendigo and Adelaide Bank allows me to impart the
knowledge and expertise of one of the largest employers in
Bendigo onto the community, business and Board alike.
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BOARD
MEMBERS
HAYLEY TIBBETT- INDULGE CHOCOLATES
Why is Be.Bendigo important?

Be.Bendigo is valuable to all business from small to large. Providing
the opportunity to work together, share information and resources.
To be united on issues affecting us all and working as one to
advocate for the betterment of Bendigo. A strong, united
community supporting smart growth of our city.
What do I bring to Be.Bendigo?

I bring the unique perspective of a small business owner with ten
years experience in retail and hospitality; managing staff,
manufacturing and maintaining strong commercial relationships.
My background includes fitness, hospitality, and administration.
My commitment is to ensure that Bendigo and our region fulfill our
potential to be a leading force in business in Australia.
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BE.BENDIGO
STRUCTURE
Chair
Marika McMahon
Deputy Chair:
Robyn Lindsay
Advocacy
Marika McMahon
Damien Palmer
Robyn Lindsay
Damien Tangey

CEO
Dennis Bice

Engagement
Manager
Wayne Tobin

Marketing &
Communications
Bronte Deary

Finance
Damien Palmer
David Richmond

Young Professionals
Network
Eve Ritchens
Sarah Crutch

Administration
Officer
Pauline Slavin

Trainee
Administration
Zahli Drummond

Events, Partnerships
& Memberships
Nick Carter
Mitchell Cairns
Kathy Wilton

Business Excellence
Awards
Damien Tangey
David Richmond
Kathy Wilton

GROW Bendigo
Advisory Group
Marika McMahon
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MEMBER
SERVICES
237 MEMBERS*

50 PARTNERS*

287 TOTAL*

*at 30 June 2019

46 EVENTS HOSTED
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Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank
Business Excellence Awards
The 2019 Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank Business
Excellence Awards was again an outstanding
success with 600 guests gathering at the All
Seasons Resort Hotel to celebrate and
acknowledge the significant contribution
made by the business community to the region
and beyond.
A big thank you to our major sponsor Bendigo
Bank who has been a huge supporter of the
Bendigo business community and to all our
category sponsors who have contributed to
ensuring that the evening was a huge success.
A big thank you to the All Seasons Resort Hotel
for their professionalism in hosting such a large
event and their contribution to the planning that
goes in to making such an evening a success.
A special thank you to WIN Network's Bruce
Roberts for hosting this year’s event and we look
forward to seeing Bruce again to host the 2020
event.
Once again the process for the awards campaign
involved three specific phases – Nomination
and Application period, Judging period and the
Awards Gala. This approach has proven to be
very successful and the quality of applications
continues to improve year on year as outlined by
the judges in their commentary following the
judging process. Our judges this year came from
Bendigo, Melbourne, Shepparton, Geelong &
Echuca and to head judge Dennis Barnett and the
team we thank you for giving up your time and
contributing to such a thorough process.

Congratulations to McKean McGregor on winning
the 2019 Business of the Year, Kate Newman on
winning the Regional Business Women of the Year
and to Jennifer Lay who took out the Young
Professional Category.
To all category winners and finalists we
congratulate you on an outstanding 2019.
Following this, we continued the tradition
of a celebratory evening of excellence with
the 2019 Bendigo Ford Winner’s Dinner. This
event again brought all Sponsors and Winners
together for an intimate opportunity to
congratulate, network and reflect on a rewarding
year.
Sponsored this year by Bendigo Ford and held at
Waratah Weddings, the evening was attended by
60 guests.

736 Nominations

44 Finalists

148 Applications

16 Judges

The feedback we received from the finalists
around the on site visit and judging process was
fantastic and no doubt each business
would take away an opportunity from the
process.
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Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank
Business Excellence Awards
Winners
2019 Business of the Year:

Mckean McGregor sponsored by Bendigo Bank
Health and Care Award:

Fusion Physiotherapy sponsored by Monash Rural Health
Trade Specialist Award:

UCS Group sponsored by CVGT Australia
Manufacturing and Innovation Award:

Jackal Fencing sponsored by Thales Australia
Professionals Services Award:

McKean McGregor sponsored by VicSuper
Regional Women's Business Award:

Kate Newman sponsored by Bendigo Marketplace
Emerging and Energised Award:

Agrinous sponsored by WIN Network
Small And Succeeding Award:

Thinka sponsored by Bolton's Office National
Diverse and Inclusive Workplace Award:

Anglicare Victoria sponsored by City of Greater Bendigo
Social Change Maker Award:

Heathcote Community Children's Services sponsored by Spotless
Events and Attractions Award:

Australian Sheep and Wool Show sponsored by Bendigo Stadium
Young and Professional Award:

Jennifer Lay Sponsored by Mandalay Resources
Customer Focused Award:

Tiny Sprout sponsored by Bendigo Advertiser
Sustainability Choice Award:

Cola Solar, Passive Builders & Solar 1 Electrical sponsored by Fosterville Gold Mine
Judges Award:

TCA Electrical & Paul Wilson Upholstery
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BENDIGO
INVENTION +
INNOVATION
FESTIVAL
In a world that is changing at a forever quicker pace, the
ability to invent, innovate, and capitalise on new ideas are key
to business success, whatever the size or the industry.
Looking to the future is important for the ongoing health and
success of our business community, and growing regional
tech, innovation and startup communities is vital to creating
regional jobs. Now in its second year, the Bendigo Invention +
Innovation Festival (BIIF) drives the conversation around
innovation and what it means to regional business and
community. The festival was created to showcase regional
entrepreneurs, help build a community around innovation and
technology in regional areas, and connect regional business
owners to national and global thought leaders in innovation
and entrepreneurship. As such, BIIF has a broad appeal,
attracting executives, entrepreneurs, inventors, innovators,
tech-heads, education providers, government sector
representatives, students, disruptors and more, engaging
hundreds of people across 10 separate events over 7 days.
An initiative of Be.Bendigo, BIIF directly supports our purpose
of “supporting local businesses to be prosperous, sustainable
and innovative”. 2019 saw the flagship event, the BIIF
symposium, deliver high quality content across three
channels:
• Seed: Support, advice and inspiration for establishing and
scaling up your business
• Growth: Practical tools and inspiration to drive a culture of
innovation within your business
• Vision: Strategic insight and thought leadership around the
opportunities and challenges the future holds
This approach was successful in ensuring a broad cross
section of the Bendigo business community came together to
explore new ways of doing business together. The event also
attracted attendees from across Australia with people
travelling from Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne, Gippsland,
Toowoomba and more to be a part of the event. The event
was successful in securing high profile speakers such as Kate
Cornick, CEO of LaunchVic, Judy Anderson, CEO of Startup
Victoria and Andrew Harvey of Microsoft.
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Rob Hunt Leadership
Program
The Be.Bendigo Rob Hunt Leadership Program is proven in
helping those with leadership potential develop the
mindset and skills of a great leader.

The three days are an active, participative experience in
leadership, meaning you have an opportunity to practice it, not
just talk about it.

Now in its 4th year, the program creates highly
effective leaders who deliver outstanding results for
their teams, their businesses and their community.

Utilising indoor and outdoor real-life leadership challenges you
explore passion, commitment, enthusiasm, honesty, courage and
persistence – all qualities people look for in leaders.

The program is made up of two connected
components: Looking in the Mirror and Looking
Through the Window.
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YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS
NETWORK

Over the last 12 months the Young Professionals Network
has been busy hosting a variety of free and paid events.
These range from social nights to informative seminars.
The committee aims to support new hospitality businesses
in town,by hosting a Friday night drinks when they first
open, this was the case at Vault Eatery and Babylon.
A Bendigo property evening was co-hosted with sponsors
McKean McGregor, and Bendigo leaders such as Marnie
Baker have been utilised at panel of success events.
It’s been great seeing new young professionals in town
coming along to the events and meeting
new people.
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Qantas Link Launch
In March we celebrated the much anticipated direct
flight from Bendigo to Sydney. We welcomed over 200
guests to Ulumbarra Theatre to celebrate the first
commercial flight from our city in more than 30 years.
Be.Bendigo worked in conjunction with the City of
Greater Bendigo and Qantas to ensure we maximised
the opportunity for local and surrounding businesses.

advantage of the convenient direct flight for their
regular trips to Sydney.
We continue to work with Qantas and the City of
Greater Bendigo to ensure more opportunities are
presented to our region.

The response to the Bendigo flights has been very
positive with strong bookings around school holidays,
and during the week as business travellers take
BE.BENDIGO ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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